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Varetta Manlove
CL&D – Managed Markets, 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wendi to introduce the Workshop Facilitators
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Introductions & Level Setting
Learning Objectives

 Examine the issues that affect biopharma 
in determining if and how to address new 
models of care

 Gain insight into best practices for 
developing and executing training for field 
teams assigned

 Learn how to integrate programs directed 
at these customers into an existing training 
curriculum

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wendi to Review the Learning objectives and agenda
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Situation Analysis
1. Healthcare today is complex, dynamic
2. “Managed” care is still the core
3. All of our customers are affected

4. Our field or marketing teams ask for 
training programs to address

1. Requires new knowledge
2. Requires evolved skills
3. Understand the customers

4. Sustained learning critical for all 
customer-facing roles to thrive!

To be Successful…

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker Notes: (Wendi)Question for the Audience: With a show of hands – how many of you agree:Healthcare today is Complex“Managed” Care is still the CoreNew models of care have evolvedNew knowledge and skills for our commercial teams are required!To be successful, our belief is…(cover the points on the right section of the slide).
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Macro Healthcare Environment: Key Market Complexity Drivers

Yesterday                                       
Tomorrow

US Healthcare Environment – Macro Trends
Evolving Care Structure and 

Reimbursement Models
Unsustainable Growth In

Healthcare Spending
Regulatory & Legislative Oversight      

(Post-ACA)

• Evolution to Value-based (Outcomes,   
CER)  Reimbursement/Payment Models

• Increase in regional, state and local 
market influencers and complexities 

• Transformation in the structure of care 
delivery and alignment of stakeholders

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wendi comments on this Market Shift, then asks Varetta and Lynn to comment their experienceMarket Insights perspective (Wendi) Macro affects the country universally, but also uniquely depending on certain variablesField perspective (Lynn) (e.g. skill requirements even from 3-5 years ago has changed – explain; training requirements have changed –Training perspective (Varetta) the market is constantly evolving and it impacts each team differently, and in different regions differently.  Need Sustainability so there is constant learning, and very importantly application
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Macro Healthcare Environment: Local Impact

Dynamic HCP Environment

 Shift from physician-owned to hospital-
owned practices

 New, evolving patient care models (ACOs, 
PCMHs)

 New, evolving reimbursement (bundled 
payments, value-based reimbursement)

 New, evolving measures and metrics 
(outcomes, patient experience)

Problem 
Definition!

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker:So how does this changing environment impact you? Your organization? Your training department?The macro healthcare are no doubt having an impact universally, and here is just one example looking at the lens of the Health Care Providers, the very customers that your field force is calling on. (Review bullets on the right.)With a show of hands, which Scenario best describes your organization’s current structure designed to address these evolving customers?Sales calling on HCPs: Hospital Reps?Cross-Functional Team calling on New (evolving) Customers (like ACOs/IDNs etc)New Team (maybe a non-sales or a Hybrid role) calling on New (evolving) Customers (like ACOs/IDNs etc)In either scenario, there are new skills these teams are needing to continue be viewed as valued or even relevant to the evolving customer in this complex market.  
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Today’s Key Concepts
• Background: Organizations face a complex, dynamic healthcare environment

• Healthcare reform is national; implementation is local
• Continuously evolving and affecting virtually all stakeholders in healthcare delivery – nationally
• Customers are adapting and evolving – locally

• Challenge: Adapting the training curriculum to develop contextual understanding and advanced skills 
• HOW organizations are responding: new teams, same team/new customers, same team/same customers
• HOW to navigate: skills development vs. information download

• Solution: Identify unique training needs for success in this dynamic environment
• Adaptive Learning Platform: Skills development – not an off-the-shelf, one and done, information backgrounder 
• Dynamic Markets Require Adaptive Skills: Apply strategic and critical thinking to develop a local market plan
• Coaching and Reinforcement – Understand big picture objective and perform local area situation analysis 

• Example: Gilead – ACOs, IDNs, and other evolving models of care delivery 

• Application: Work through for your organization: Problem definition and solution framework 

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharing our learnings with you today we hope will advance your ability to bring value back to your organization.Wendi/Lynn/Varetta – as in the previous slide – each take one aspect of this…Background:  Lynn then VarettaChallenge: Varetta: Adapting the Training Curriculum to develop contextual understanding and skills. Solution: Wendi (General) Following the 6Ds of Breakthrough Learning; Get them THINKING and DOING ; Varetta – considerations for Gilead as shown by the ExampleExample: Wendi or Varetta (Following the 6Ds of breakthrough learning)Application: Wendi – we’ll take you through a facilitated exercise to apply to your situation – how to break down the problem and develop the solution.Transition: Next we’ll talk about how YOUR organizations are responding and how that impacts training platform – and later share a case study developed by Gilead and Nexus.
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Why is This Important for the Training Department?
• Goal of customer-facing representative (sales, KAM, RAM/NAM, FRM, MDM)

• To understand customer needs
• To keep the doors open
• To accomplish mutual objectives

• Knowledge and skills gap likely exists; how do you assess what they are?
• Anecdotal requests
• Needs assessment

• Goal of today’s workshop is to help YOU help THEM 
• Understand managed care and how to compete in TODAY’s health settings and evolving environment
• Understand how to approach your customers uniquely (understand their clinic/organizational goals, e.g. quality measures) 
• Develop advanced skills to be successful with customers within the evolving healthcare landscape

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Customer’s World has changed pretty dramatically over the last decade and even last few years – and will continue to change as the country retools the healthcare system to deliver better care.What would you say is the Goal of Customer-Facing representatives? [After audience participation, populate 3 bullet points and review]What Knowledge and skills gap have you seen exist? [Audience participation – draw from around the room]  How do you assess that?  [populate with the 2 bullet points – Needs assessment and anecdotal]Close with: The Goal of the workshop today….3 bullets
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Case Study: Gilead Community Specialist Team

“Who, What, Why & How?”
Addressing ACOs & Other Evolving Customers in Your Curriculum Development

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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6. Document

Case Study: 6Ds in Action

Customer 
Engagement

Application

Skills Development

Foundational Knowledge

Needs 
Assessment

1. Define 2. Design 3. Deliver 4. Drive 5. Deploy

Results!

Solution 
Framework!

• Who?
• What?
• Why?
• How?

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll share with you ….Are there any other objectives or burning questions from the group?  Let’s have a look at the Gilead experience.
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Sites of 
Care 

e-Module 

Navigating 
ACOs 

e-Module
Exec Suite 
Workshop

ACO 
Workshop1 Finish Line

Introduction:
Knowledge

Deep Dive:
Knowledge

Application Reinforcement

ACO/IDN 
Workshop2

RD 
Coaching 
Workshop

ACO/IDN 
Workshop3

RD 
Coaching 
Workshop

Application

2017

Needs 
Assessment

2018

Evolution

Specificity

2018

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning is not linear
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Case Study: Solution – Sites of Care e-Module 

2-part e-Module
 Part 1.0
 General purpose and overview
 Structure and decision-making

 Part 2.0
 Key personnel
 Services they provide in the linkage 

to care
 Linkage to the community

WHAT

WHO

WHY

HOW

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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Case Study: Solution
Learning Continuum for the Market Development TEAM

Learning Objectives 
 Understand the primary ACO models and their key characteristics
 Understand the approach to and resources available to research, decision-map, and prepare 

for engaging key ACO decision makers
 Develop confidence in researching, decision-mapping, and appropriately engaging key decision 

makers in order to understand the priorities of your individual ACO targets

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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Case Study: Solution – Finish Line

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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Case Study: Solution – Results 
From Gilead:
 Before: “Where do I start? Who do I speak to? What’s their role? What’s important to them? 
 After: Built confidence and skills in the team calling on sophisticated customers

 Understanding WHO: the customer, key decision-makers, how to navigate the organization
 Understanding WHAT: customer priorities, actions taken, gaps, interests
 Understanding WHY: what were their drivers
 Understanding HOW: your products and services align to their priorities 

 “I can now sit with a CEO, speak their language and understand their environment” 
 Ongoing:

 Expanding to other treatment areas
 Greater alignment with senior leaders – advocacy and support
 In last 12 months, had several strong wins with large complex organizations
 Trust: in training department and their ability to deliver on these concepts
 Evolved skill sets and also new, more specific (relevant) questions

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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Application Exercise (15 min)

“Who, What, Why & How?”
Addressing ACOs & Other Evolving Customers in Your Curriculum Development

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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Application Exercise
Assess Current Situation and Consider Potential Opportunities to Address

 Handout to capture your work (2-sided)

 2-step scenario planning exercise

 Utilize a version of the “Who, Why, What, and How” framework

 Work on your organization (alone or in teams) 

 Share and discuss with tablemates

 Facilitated group discussion

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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Understand the situation today, the various barriers to overcome, opportunities to leverage,
and develop a plan to address each “hurdle” or “lever” to move to your desired state. 

Strategic Thinking: A to B Shift

Problem Definition: ________________

Where they 
are  At
today

(Point A)

Where we 
want them to 

Be

(Point B)

Current Future
How you’re going to get there

Obstacles/Levers

WHAT

WHO

WHY

HOW

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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Application Exercise – Step 1

Side 1 of the handout
 Select the scenario or scenarios  that 

best represents your organization’s 
current status

 Identify the “Who” (the team or 
teams in your organization)

 Identify the “What” (describe the 
objective or desired result of your 
identified scenario)

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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Application Exercise – Step 2

Side 2 of the handout
 Describe the “Why” (what’s the business case/rationale supporting your 

choice?)
 Consider the “How” (What are your training options for this group? What 

would be your primary/preferred approach?)
 Share and discuss with tablemates and be prepared to share with the 

group

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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Application Exercise – Facilitated Discussion (10 min)

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Share results of the exercise:Insights from the exerciseBest Practices already in place
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Workshop Summary & Close

“Who, What, Why & How?”
Addressing ACOs & Other Evolving Customers in Your Curriculum Development

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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A Complex Market Demands “Linked” Solutions
• Clear understanding of the market

• Practically, not just conceptually

• Clear understanding of how the market impacts
• Your product/service
• Your customer
• Your customer’s customer

• Internal cross-functional coordination
• Training
• Sales
• Marketing
• Managed Care
• Support teams (MSL, HEOR, Analytics)

“Internally Linked”

“Environmentally in Sync”

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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Thank you!

Wendi LeVigne
President, 

Nexus Global Solutions

Lynn Mazzaferro 
Associate Regional Director,

Gilead

Varetta Manlove
CL&D- Managed Markets, 

Gilead 

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wendi to introduce the Workshop Facilitators
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YOUR FEEDBACK IS IMPORTANT TO US
Please take a moment to complete the workshop evaluation located in the mobile app. 
LTEN looks to your feedback to help improve the program each year. 

1. Open the Mobile App
2. Click on the Agenda
3. Select the Session You Are Evaluating
4. Click on “Start Survey”

If you do not want to complete the survey in the mobile app, 
you can collect a hard copy form at the registration desk. 

©2018 Nexus Global Solutions
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